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It is hoped that Perspectives in Nutrition will review the literature selectively,

interpret it moderately and present a spectrum of ideas that will serve as a
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The Application of Social Science Research

Methods to the Study of Food Habits

and Food Consumption in an

Industrializing Area”2

J LDITH PRICE CHASSY, A. G. VAN VEEN AND F. W. YOUNG

I N COMPARISON with clinical and bio-

chemical stmrveys, a satisfactory (juan-

titative food consumption sttrvey in devel-

oping countries is neitiler quick, easy, nor

inexpensive. Highly trained persons are

needed who speak tile local language, are

trustwortily and able to (lea! with house-

wives and others to elicit accurate and

valid information; local personnel are pre-

ferred!. Tile survey usually will need! to be

repeated two or three times during the

yeai-, in order to investigate seasonal

variations in food supply and food! con-

sumption. To cover (lay to dlay variations,

each family should be surveyed! over a suf-

ficiently long period, preferably I week.

Careful planning of the sample is impor-

tant since usually it is possible to survey

only a small proportion of the population;

the assistance of a statistician is generally

desirable. Where funds are limited and

sPecialized interviewei-s not available, it
cannot be expected tilat local workers

1 From Cornell University, Graduate School of

Nutrition, Ithaca, New York.

2 This investigatiomi was supported by Public

Health Training Grant 5TI-GM-886 from the Na-

tiomial Institutes of Health.

con(hmct d (jtlalltitativc food cOnsumption

stmrvey themselves.

There is a Ileed, therefore, for simple

methods which will provide information

on food consumption but which will be

less expensive and require less highly

trained! personnel than the classical food

consumption surveys. Such methods are

especially needed! in areas undergoing

rapid social change due to industrializa-

tioml and! urbanization, since they would

allow repeated! surveys to note tile chang-

ing habits of tile PoPulation.

For many years, social scientists have

used questionnaires to gather social and

economic diata. Often questions about foods

have been asked!, but the responses (the

food reports) are not usually analyzed and

published. Such questionnaires, of course,

(10 not supply quantitative data, but rather

“frequencies,” e.g., the frequency with

which food!s, or food preparations, are

consumed by a family (luring a day or a

week.

It has been shown that such “frequency-

stUd!ies” can supply useful infoimation. A

study of pregnant women in Jerusalem

(I) showed tilat the amounts of foods con-
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sumed by these women correlated very

well with the frequency with which these

foods were eaten. This survey was a recall-

type survey; the frequency reports also

correlated with the hemoglobin levels of

tile women. A sinlilar metilod ilas been

used in England to study diet and heart

disease (2). Food-frequency scores from the

menu records correlated highly with the

weights of tile foods consumed, for exam-

pie, milk, meat, “cakes,” and “sweet bis-

cuits.”

In a somewhat different survey, part of a

cross-cultural study in a rural area of New

York State (3), the food reports (recall-type

survey) fi-om different population groups

formed! a Guttman scale, whose levels were

the “seven basic” food groups (4, 5) in the

following order:

1. Bread, flour, and cereals

2.Meat, poultry, fish, and eggs

3. Potatoes, other fruits, and vegetables

4. Butter and fortified margarine

5. Milk and milk products

6. Citrus fruits and tomatoes

7. Green and yellow vegetables

Tile lowest level of the scale included the

first three groups; therefore, the scale con-

sisted of five steps.

To test the feasibility of tile question-

naire mllethod of obtaining d!ata on food

consumption, we made use of data whicil

were gathered in 1958 by Young and

Young as part of a sociological field study.

Their study was concerned with the rela-

tion of urbanization and industrialization

to structural cilanges in small, mainly

pe�1sant, communities (6).
Tile area chosen was a 10-mile radius

circle surrounding Ciudad! Sahagun (Hi-

d!algo, Mexico), a 5-year-old “planned” in-

dustrial city, operated by a government-

owned company and! containing a num-

ber of factoi-ies. Tile factories were moved

in by tile government as part of an effort to

industrialize this area and!, thereby, to

raise the standard! of living of tile popula-

tion. The area included 24 villages, and 4

of these were chosen for a detailed house-

ilOld survey.

The sample represented one-half of the

families in each of the four villages, or

about 150 families in eacil of two larger

villages, and about 50 and 25 families in

the two smaller villages. Thus, data on

food were available for 377 families. Since

tile sample was so large, representing ap-

proximately 50% of tile families, relatively

small differences may be significant.

The Youngs used two lengthy question-

naires, one for the male head of the family

and one for the housewife. Tile questions

covered a widle range of information on

items such as education, occupation, occu-

pational history, type of house, etc. Tilis
paper is concerned witil that part of the

questionnaires which related to food habits

and food consumption. Tile hypothesis

tested! is that in the process of industriali-

zation or urbanization, food habits or food!

patterns change progressively, becoming

increasingly more conlplex or varied, and!

that such changes are related to other

similar changes (e.g., simple to complex)

in the social and economic milieu.

METHODOLOGY

All information from the questionnaires was

transferred to standard cards for use with data-

processing equipment. When all the responses

had been punched into the cards, further ref-

erence to the questionnaires was unnecessary.

The data used and the methods of analysis are

described below.

Data

Food variables. Each food on the list (see

APPENDIX) was assigned a column, and each

family’s responses were punched on its card,

according to the following code used for the

food iisted:

none

breakfast only

noon only

evening only

breakfast and noon

breakfast and evening
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58 Chassy, van Veen and Young

6 = noon and evening

7 = all meals

Subsequently, to get data relating to the num-

ber of meals, it was simple to use groups 0,

1-3, 4-6, and 7 for no, one, two, and three

meals, respectively.

Food frequencies were determined by count-

ing the number of times in a day each food was

Iientioned and adding up all frequencies of

all foods in the food groups. ‘ ‘Fruit” was
defined as all foods listed in the category,
“Frutas,” on the food page of the questionnaire

(see APPENDIX). There n-may be some doubt

as to whether “pl#{225}tano” (bananas) should be

grouped with fruits; in many areas of Latin

America and elsewhere, pl#{225}tano is sometimes

used as a distinct food, much as the potato is

cias.sified separately in some countries. Local
concepts about food classes were not exactly

known, and therefore, we treated pl#{225}tano

separately.

Similarly vegetables counted were those

listed under “verduras,” including potatoes, in

APPENDIX. It appeared, however, tilat this group

was too heterogeneous in connection with its

relative importance and place in tile local diet.

Consequently, in our final analysis we divided

this group: 1) verduras (leafy vegetables, to-

matoes, carrots), 2) squash, 3) condiments, and

4) potatoes; because of the relative unimport-

ance of the subgroups 2 and 4 (not often eaten,

at least during tile survey period), these were

discarded. “Condiments” refers to the hot pep-

pers, tomato paste, onions, and garlic typically

used in Mexico to enhance the flavor of ti-me

diet.

As an indicator of variety in ti-me meals, ti-me

number of foods mentioned as having been

constlmed in each of the three meals was

counted for eacil family.

Social variables. These had been analyzed

previously by tile Youngs and ti-me results were
available to use in coded form.

Woman’s education and man’s education re-

ferred to the number of years in school.

“Occupation” was ti-mat of tile male head of

tile i-mouse.

“Occupatiomiai history” classified each male

household head by present and past Occupa-

tions. The term “obrero” n-meal-ms wage earner

without reference to special skills or wage

differentials (8). Ti-me n-most numerous types of

occupation found in ti-me area were career

farmers, transitional farmers (i.e., those who

had been obreros before), transitional obreros

(i.e., those wi-mo had been farmers before), and

career obreros. In the survey area these types

of occupation were found to identify a transi-

tion from rural to urban, or to relate to urbani-

zation and modlernization (7). The shopkeeper,

the only other group large enough to be stud-

ied, seems to take an intermediate place in the

local urbanization process between the career

farmer and career obrero. This typology also

appeared to correlate well with a man’s level

of education, i-mis preference for nonfarni work

and city life, his participation in local organi-

zations, and his aspirations for his sons in terms

of occupation, residence, al-md education.

Housing differences in “cash and kind” in-

comes were difficult to measure in these appar-
ently homogeneous villages. The type of house

was, therefore, used as a general index of level

of living (or a nonmonetary standard of living).

“Housetype” classifies ilouses by their floors,

wail construction and win(lows. As is true gen-

eraliy of typoiogies, the contrast between ti-me
two extremes is clearer than it is between the

intermediates; it is certainly difficult to judge

whether a house with adobe walls, improved

floors, and no windows is higher on ti-me scale

ti-man one with improved walls, earth floor, and

no windows. The main reason for using ti-mis

variable was that it does discriminate between

family types when compared! with other lana.

bles.

Methods of A nalysis

The Guttman scale. The food replies were

The essential feature of the Guttman scale is

that it provides a measure of the cumulative, umii-

dimensiomal pattermi of development of a character-

istic of a given population. Step 1 of the scale may

be regar(le(l as the initial phase of developmemit. No

other simgle step of the scale can exist unless all

preceding steps coexist. Thus, an item cannot fall

into step 4 umiless the pattern of development al-

ready imicludes steps 1, 2, and 3. The mathematical

model corresponding to the Guttman technique is
represen#{236}tedby a scalogram. Scalable items have

both of the following characteristics: 1) their pres-

ence indicates a greater degree of complexity than

their absence amid 2) once (lCvelope(l they tend to be

retained, if not indefinitely, at least over long

periods of time. Ti-me scaling method assumes that

seriation can be accounted for by change in one
direction. Henmce, if a body of data proves to be
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TABLE I

Guttmnan Scale Derived from Food Reports

Step Percent
Num- Item of

ber Sample

2

3

4

3

6

Tortilla (corn flat bread, staple 100

cereal)

Frijol (black beans, eaten cooked 95

and mashed)

Meat, fish, chicken or eggs (nondairy 77

animal food)

Wheat bread (prepared product, 61
secondary cereal)

Dairy food (milk, cheese, or coffee 37

with milk)
Pl#{225}tano (plantain) 20

Number of families = 377.

Coefficient of scalability = 0.77.

argument is that since a Guttlllan scale

represents a unidimensional and cumnula-

tive change, in ti-mis instance from simple

to more complex diets, othel- sinlilar (e.g.,

simple to complex) factors should show

similar trend!s and the scale steps would

then reflect increasing urbanization. If the

food Ieports, as 1)Iesented in tile scale, re-

flect concepts about diet held by dhffel-ent

social groups, these social groups would be

expected to (hitler in other respects too.

The l’ood Scale and Diet Complexity

Diet complexity may be indicated by

meal variety and! food-group fi-equencies.

Table II shows the rank correlations be-

tween ti-me food! scale and these two van-

ables. In ti-mis analysis Kendall’s tau is sig-

nificant as extreme as ± 0.14 at tile 0.0005

probability level; at least ± 0.10 at ti-me 0.01

probability level; and at least ± 0.07 at the

0.05 probability level.

It will be noted! that meal variety cor-

relates significantly with ti-me food scale. In

particttlar, the main meal (at noon) and to
a lesser extent, breakfast, are positively

related. In contrast, the negative comrela-

tion between ti-me evening meals and the

food scale may indlicate that this meal is a

dhfferent type of si-meal in these villages.

scalable, this property must be ascribed to chamige

in time or space and one or other of the })ossi-

bilities mi’�t therefore be eliminated.
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treated! itS dichotomies. The items were ar-

ranged according to frequencies of positive re-

sponses of all families. Menzei’s coefficient of

scaiai)iiity (9) was used. Detailed! procedure may

be found in references 4 and 10. The applica-

tion of ti-me Guttman technique to “objects”

rather thaim to “attitudes” is discussed in refer-
ence 3.

Two-variable comparisons. All ti-me 377 fami-
lies investigated were sorted iito groups, ac-

cordimig to ti-me responses to one variable. Then

these groups were considered in relation to the

responses to another variable. Results were

recorded imi percentages. ‘The variables used

were education, occupational history, housing,

frequencies of foods and of food combinations.

Rank correlation. Correlations were calcu-

iated according to Kendall’s rank correlation

coeflident (tau) (11). For this purpose we used

ti-me “Ranko” program at the Cornell Univer-

sity Computing Center. To test ti-me significance

of the results, the Z-score was calculated (11).

RESU 1.TS

The Food! Scaie was found to form a

Guttman scale of six items having a co-

efficient of scalability of 0.77. A scale is

usually considered to be acceptable wi-men

the coefficient of scalability is at least 0.65

(9).

Table z shows the different steps of ti-me

scale, and ti-me percentages of the sample

which gave a positi�’e response at each

step. If one substitutes “phitano” for

“frutas,” including p1�tano (see APPENDIX),

one gets a scale with a coefficient of scala-

bility of 0.74.

Neither ti-me vegetable group, called! �‘er-

duras in APPENDIX, noi any single or com-

bined! items of ti-mis group fitted! in the scale

patteri-m. This problem will be d!iscuSsedl
later.

The fact that the 100(1 data could be ar-

ranged! in a Guttman scale suggests ti-mat

there is some undIes-lying cause for ti-mis,

which might be discovered! by comparing

ti-me scale with some other variables. Our
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a Dietary complexity as indicated by meal

variety and food-group frequencies.

Scale Level

Occupation of Male
Household Head

Farmer

1 7

2 25

3 21

4 25
5 14

6 9

Number of cases 165

Obrero

3
12

18

28

14

25

98

Shop-
keeper

7
3

0

17

17

59
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TABLE II

Rank Correlations Between Food Scale

and Indicators of Dietary Compiexitya

Indicator

Correlation
with Food

Scale
(Kendall’s

tau)

Noon variety
Breakfast variety
Evening variety

Fruit frequency

Meat, fish, chicken, eggs, frequency
Vegetable frequency

0.48
0.15

-0.09

0.51

0.47
0.02

Some families reported no evening meal;

othei-s d!escribed the menu as “Lo que

sobra die la comid!a,” leftovers from noon.

Perhaps at higher scale levels enough is

eaten at the other two meals to satisfy tile

day’s hunger.

Food!-group frequencies further validate

a complexity interpretation which, how-

ever, may not extend across all foods.

Fruit frequency correlated more highly

with the food! scale tilan did the other food-

group frequencies; the correlation of the

scale with ti-me frequency of meat, fish,

cilicken, and eggs was nearly as high. The

failure of vegetable frequency to correlate

is not surprising, in view of the inability

of ti-mis food group to fit into ti-me scale.

Ti-me food scale seems to reflect increas-

ing complexity of food ilabits. At lower

levels ti-me food pattern includes relatively

few foods. At higher levels, there are more

food! groups mentioned!, more servings of

food!s within several groups, and more

item-mis in ti-me menus of two meals.

Tue Food Scale and Social Position

If ti-me food! scale repmesents a continuum

of complexity of dmetary patterns in gen-

eral, and if it reflects, inter alia, a social

consensus of what a given family in a

given social position in its village should

be eating, ti-men other indices of social

position would be expected to correspond

to the food scale; occtmpation might be one

of these.

Table iii shows the food scale levels of

major occupation groups. Most of the

farmers are in the low anti medium levels

of ti-me food scale. Obreros are concentrated

in ti-me medium andi high levels and shop-

keepers in the high levels. Ti-me farmer is

certainly the least urban of the three

groups. The other two groups are more

difficult to place. The shopkeepers may

not be as “urban” as obreros, but the

obreros originally from these villages may

not yet have been sufficiently exposed to

urban ways to have become fully ur-

banized. However, ti-me results clearly indi-

cate that ti-me two urban occupations have

a greater tendency to fall in the higher

food scale levels ti-man does the farmer.

Table IV shows the correlations of ti-me

food scale with other social variables,

namely the edlucation of the household

heads, occtipational history, and house

typology.

The table indicates that educational

backgrounds of the two household heads

correlated with the food scale. Since educa-

tion will influence the degree to which a

person is exposed to ideas beyond his im-

med!ia te environment, these correlations

TABLE III

Food Scale Levels of

Major Occupation Groups
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a Onions, garlic, tomato paste, peppers.

TABLE IV

Correlations of Social Variables

With the Food Scale

Correla-
tion

(Kendall’s
tau)

Woman’s education (years of school) 0.34
Man’s education (years of school) 0.29

Occupational history (typology of occu- 0.31

pational experience)

House type (standard of living) 0.25

indicate ti-mat the food scale may also be re-

flecting exposure to various aspects of a

broader perspective.

The house-type variable, as an indicator

of the standard of living, and maybe also

of economic level, correlates less highly al-

though still significantly, with the food

scale. Ti-mis may be partly due to the prob-

1cm with any typology, of placing in rank

order the middle categories, as already

mentioned.

Occupational history also correlates with

ti-me food scale. Since occupational history

is a strong index of urbanization, as

shown by tile Youngs (7), this correlation

indicates forcefully that the food pattern of

a family is very much a part of its total

way of life.

Thus, it would seem ti-mat ti-me more the

family head is exposed to an urban way

of life, as measured by dhfferent indicators,

the more complex is the kind of diet his

wife (daughter, or mother) reports. This

correlation supports what nutritionists

have learned in I)r�1ctice, namely, ti-mat food

habits are part of, and! tied! to, the entire

network of attitudes.

Vegetablcs-Special Problem

As alreadly mentioned, the group of

vegetables (“verduras” in APPENDIX) is a

very heterogeneous group of foods having

different places and functions in the diets,

such as the leafy vegetables, the condi-

ments, squashes, and potatoes. The total

group did not prove scalable, neithet- did

any of ti-me four subgroups. Because of the

nutritional significance of some members

of ti-me group (i.e., as sources of provitamin

A, vitamin C, and riboflavin), it seemed

important to analyze ti-mis problem further.

Because of the low frequencies of squashes

and! potatoes (either because they were not

in season at the time of the survey, or for

other reasons were not available or con-

sLimed!) we left these out of our considera-

tion.

Tables v and VI indicate the consumption

of verduras (leafy vegetables, tomatoes,

carrots) anti of condiments at different

scale levels.

Table v si-mows an increasing frequency

of verduras at the higher food-scale levels.

TABLE V

Families’ Reports of Frequency of

Verduras’� at Different Scale Levels

Frequency of Verduras

#{182}�of Families Reporting at
Scale Level

Low
land2

Medium High
3and4 Sand6

61 46

37 50
2� 4

151 138

0 72

1-3 26
4-6 2

Number of families 88

Leafy vegetables, tomatoes, carrots.

TABLE VI

Families’ Reports of Frequency of

Condiments” at Different Scale Levels

of Families Reporting at
Scale Level

Frequency of Condiments

Low Medium High
1 and 2 3 and 4 5 and 6

0 16
lor2 52

3or4 23

5ormore 9

Number of families 88

20
47

24

8

151

36

36

25

4

138
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‘ Leafy vegetables, tomatoes, carrots.

62 Ci-massy, van Veen and Young

Onion, garlic, tomato paste, peppers.

This is similar to ti-me frequencies of ani-

mai prod!ucts (meat, fish, poultry, and

eggs) aild of fruit as impliedi in Table I.

Ti-mis ti-men may be an additional component

of ti-me increasing complexity of food

choices attributed to ti-me food scale.

Table vi si-mows ti-mat ti-me proportion of

families who report no condiments in-

creases with the scale level. Ti-mis might be

in agreement with experience elsewhere,

namely ti-mat the poorer families use sea-

sonings to make their monotonous diet

mi-more tasty, while ti-me increased! variety of

tasty foods available to ti-me higher eco-

nomic levels makes such seasonings less

importall t. These contrasting tendencies

may explain ti-me failure of ti-me original

vegetable grouping to scale; since one

component is increasing while the other is

decreasing, ti-mere would be no net cl-mange

at ti-me d!ifferent scale levels.

Ti-me Ra nko progran caictila ted Ken-

dall’s rank correlation coefficients (tau) for

the foot! scale and sel-era! variables, in-

cludling ti-me two variables, frequency of

verduras ant! frequency of condiments.

Some of these are preseilted! in Table vii;

see also Tables ii and iv.

Ti-me verduras correlated well with the

food scale, thus confirming tile conclusions

from Table V. Ti-mis group seems to be in-

cludled in ti-me increasing complexity of food

patterns at higher scale levels.

Ti-me condIments group t!id Ilot correlate

significantly with ti-me foot! scale. This con-

TABLE VII

Rank Correlations Between Food Scale

and Some Indicators of Dietary CompleXity

Fruit frequency

Meat, fish, chicken, eggs, frequency

Vegetable (over-all), frequency

Verduras’ frequency

Condimentst frequency

tratlicts ti-me results of Table VI, which

had indlicated ti-mat ti-mere would be a nega-

tive correlation here. Since condiments are

generally flavoring agents, used in rela-

tively sinai! amounts, added diuring cook-

ing or mixed with food on eating, it is

quite possible that many persons dlO not

ti-mink of them in ti-me same way as they

would ti-mink of meat, or a diistinct serving

of peas or cam-rots. They might not men-

tion condiments when being asked! what

food!s (aiimentos) they ate. We silouldi find

out if ti-mis is really a distinction ill these

Mexican viliages. Certainly in ti-me United

States, many people would not inclut!e

mustard, catsup, and onioll when men-

tionirig that they had eaten a hamburger.

SUMMARY ANI) CONCLUSIONS

Social scientists have long usetl a ques-

tionnaire method to gather social and eco-

nomic data. To test the usefulness of such

a methot! in obtaining information on food

habits, the replies to questionnaires useti in

a sociological survey in an industrializing

i-ural area in Mexico were analyzed. The

data pertained to 377 families, representing

50% of the families in the four villages

studied. Selected social science research

methods were imsed in ti-me analysis.

It was found ti-mat ti-me food! patterns

fitted into a Guttman saie, indicatillg ti-me

sequence of changes in food patterns and

a trend! toward increasing complexity of

diets. The scale correlatet! with other in-

dices of growing urbanization, in particu-

lar, ed!ucation and occupational history.

The findings supi)ort the hypothesis ti-mat,

in ti-me process of ind!ustriahzation or ur-

banization, foot! habits or foot! patterns

Kendall’s change progressively, l)ecom ing increas-

tau ingiy more complex and varied, ant! ti-mat

0.51 such changes are related to oti-mer similar
0.47 ch�inges (e.g., simple to complex) in the so-
0.02 cial anti economic milieu.
0.25 \Vi th ami inl1)roved questionnaire, and

-0.01 more general backgrount! in tom-ma tion

(e.g., annual cycle of crops, marketing, and

other factors which might inhluence ti-me
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(See page 64 for APPENDIx)

availability of foods, and local classifica-

tion of foot!s) more conclusive results

could have been obtained. ln at!dition,

data on healtil and nutritional status

should be available from clinical and bio-

ciemical stut!ies.

Where it is not essential to have quanti-

tative information on food consumption,

ti-me questionnaire method would seem to

have two special advantages over the tra-

ditional type of food consumption survey:

it does not require ilighly trained inter-

viewers and! a much larger sample can be

covered. Ti-me method permits a study of

ti-me cl-manges in food habits which take

i)lace unt!er the impact of such major
forces of cl-mange as int!ustrialization and

urbanization. Such information is impor-

tant for ti-me nutrition educator, food

planner, etc. Further researcil is neetled to
verify our results and to test ti-me validity

of ti-mis methot! elsewhei-e. It is hoped, how-

ever, ti-mat ti-mis preliminary stud!) will have

Iletlristic value.
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APPENDIX

Foodlist Used in the Survey

Qu#{233}alimentos comieron ustedes ayer para

Almorzar o Canar o

Desayunar Comida Merendar Otras

Caf#{233}negro
Caf#{233}con leche
Leche

Chocolate
Atole

Pulque

Agua de iim#{243}n

Te
Refresco

Agua
Pan de trigo

Tortillas
Avena
Arroz
Pasta

Papas

Sopa seca (otro)
Sopa aguada

Came
Pescado
Pollo

Pato
Huevos

Frijoles
Queso

Frutas
Melones
Sandia
Naranja

Limones
Mangos
Ciruelas

Platanos
Papaya
Zapote

Verduras

Salsa (tomate, chile)

J itomate

Cebolla

Chile
Calabaza

Espinaca
Ejotes
Chicharos
Lechuga
Col
Zanahoria

Dulces
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